Student Accessibility Services

Suggested Note-taking Applications
OneNote
You can create virtual notebooks by typing, writing by hand (using a
stylus), clipping web pages, and scanning handwritten notes.
Sync your notes to any device through One Drive.
Audio record lectures and have sound linked to your notes.
Ability to import/insert documents and pictures.
Cost: Free to FHSU students, for details visit the Office 365 for FHSU Students page
Compatibility: Microsoft Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, and Windows Phone

Evernote
Collect typed notes, files, web clippings, and images with the ability to
access them on nearly any device.
Collaborate with others on projects using the sharing features.
Cost: Free
Compatibility: Microsoft Windows, macOS, Chrome OS, Android, iOS,
webOS, and Windows Mobile

Notability
Write, type, and highlight your notes using the all in one note-taking
application.
Ability to take pictures and audio record with sound being linked to your
notes.
Wide range of note-taking and sketching tools available.
Cost: $4.99
Compatibility: iOS, Mac, iPhone, and iPad

SoundNote
Type or write out your notes while the audio recording is synced to each
word or pen stroke.
When you're done, share your text, drawings, and audio notes via email,
or transfer them directly to your computer.
Cost: $4.99
Compatibility: iOS, Mac, iPhone, and iPad
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WritePad
You can take notes with your stylus or finger while handwriting
recognition turns these notes into typed text
Recognition from the application adapts, adjusts, and learns your style
of writing over time.
Built in spell check with custom dictionary, context analyzer, autocorrect,
and Shorthand feature.
Cost: $7.99
Compatibility: iOS: iPad, iPhone; Android

AudioNote
Ability to take hand-written notes and then synchronize your notes with
the audio recording of your lecture
Option to import lecture slides as the background to your notes
Cost: Starting at $5.99; prices vary based on preferred platform
Compatibility: iOS, Mac, Windows, and Android

AccessNote
Note-taking tool for those who are Blind or Visually Impaired created by
the American Foundation for the Blind.
Combines note-taking capabilities with the other accessibility features
and functions of an iOS device.
Cost: Free
Compatibility: iOS: iPad, and iPhone

Penultimate
Write, sketch, draw or doodle notes and information on your iPad.
Lifelike paper in the application and imitate writing on real paper.
Cost: $4.99
Compatibility: iOS; iPad

